
Origins 
The Scientific Revolution 



Scientific Revolution 
v  From the Renaissance through the 18th century, developments 

in mathematics, physics, astronomy, biology, and chemistry 
change the way we view our place in the universe 

v  Copernicus (1473-1543) 

v  On the Revolutions of  the Heavenly Spheres —a heliocentric universe  

v  Galileo (1564-1642) 

v  Two Chief  World Systems—a telescopic universe 

v  Isaac Newton (1642-1721) 

v  Principia—a modern universe 



Mary Shelley 
Grandmother of  Sci-Fi 

 

v  1818: Frankenstein 

v  First fully realized sci-fi novel 

v  Also titled: The Modern Prometheus 

v  Explores what it means to be human 
through systematic scientific and 
psychological models 

v  Radical departure from the largely 
Judeo-Christian way in which we 
had for centuries understood what it 
was that made us human 



Frankenstein 

v  Born of  the Gothic-Romantic tradition (think Poe)—but 
introduces science, rather than the supernatural, as the 
primary plot device 

v  Introduces the “alien” as antagonist—a view of  
mankind from an outside perspective 

v  Introduces the “mad scientist” subgenre—a genius with 
a god-complex, who fails to recognize his own limits 



Frankenstein 

v  Victor Frankenstein = Ego of  Mankind 

v  We are Victor 

v  Monster = “Noble Outcast” 

v  Both a product and a victim of  our 
egotistic society 



Breaking the Code: 
Frankenstein 

v  Science 

v  Victor Frankenstein is consumed by the developing sciences 
of  anatomy, biology, chemistry, etc. 

v  Victor discovers a way to re-animate life inside his laboratory
—It’s alive! 

v  Victor’s story is told through the letters of  Walton, who has 
himself  set out to expand science (or more possibly, to 
achieve fame) by reaching the North Pole 

v  Language and word choice play important role 

v  While actual science is vague, the tools are genuine 

v  “Re-animation” seems more plausible than “creation” 



v  “Alien” Setting 

v  Present day, but across a foreign and, for many, unknown 
and exotic swath of  land—Russia, Switzerland, etc.—as 
the monster cuts a path of  destruction (murder, 
kidnapping, revenge) chasing Victor across Europe, into 
the mountains, and out to sea 

v  Creepy castle of  a “mad scientist,” inside his laboratory, 
surrounded by strange tools and cadavers 

Breaking the Code: 
Frankenstein 



v  Speculation 

v  God Complex 

v  Nature vs. Nurture  

v  Unchecked Ambition 

v  Progress vs. Improvement 

v  Cost of  Knowledge 

Breaking the Code: 
Frankenstein 



v  Central Allegorical Message or Insight 

v  Our desire for technology often outstrips our ability to 
understand and control it, which can lead to destruction. 
Think twice before using science to tamper with the 
natural order of  things—perhaps there are some things 
science cannot (or should not) answer. Just because we 
can do it, doesn’t mean it’s always wise to. 

v  Monsters are not born but made, and we must approach 
the unfamiliar with open-mindedness rather than fear—or 
else risk the loss of  our own humanity in our quest to 
define it in others. 

Breaking the Code: 
Frankenstein 


